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Abstract. The extension of grid computing technology to ad-hoc mo-
bile environments is giving rise to the development of ad-hoc grids, which
enable wireless and mobile users to share computing resources, services,
and information. However, the adaptation of grid technology to ad-hoc
networks is not straightforward, and exhibits numerous difficulties (re-
source discovery, security, power consumption, QoS, etc.). This paper is
focussed on the problem of resource discovery in ad-hoc grids, we study
the existing resource and service discovery architectures, analyzing the
main limitations of these systems (scalability, discovery delay, adapta-
tion to changing conditions, etc.), and we propose a hybrid mechanism
that overcomes these limitations.

1 Introduction

Grid technology enables organizations to share geographically distributed com-
puting and information resources in a secure and efficient manner [1]. Shared
resources can be computers, storage devices, data, software applications, or ded-
icated devices like scientific instruments, sensors, etc. Traditional grid infrastruc-
tures are mostly based on wired network resources owned by various individuals
and/or institutions, structured in Virtual Organizations, which are subjected to
specific sharing policies. Grid middleware provides basic services for resource dis-
covery, resource management, data management, security and communication.

With the proliferation of wireless mobile devices (laptops, PDAs, mobile
phones, wireless sensors, etc.), and the development of efficient protocols for
communication, routing, and addressing in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs),
wireless or ad-hoc grids are emerging as a new computing paradigm [2] [3] [4] [5]
[6] [7], enabling innovative applications through the efficient sharing of informa-
tion, computing resources, and services among devices in ad-hoc networks.

However, the development of ad-hoc grids entails new challenges, compared
to traditional wired grids. Resource discovery, power consumption, QoS, security,
etc. are problems that have still to be solved [3] [4].

In this paper we study in-depth the problem of resource discovery in ad-
hoc grids. We classify the existing discovery architectures and we analyze their
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main limitations, such as scalability, discovery delays, bandwidth consumption,
adaptation to changing conditions, management complexity, etc. In view of these
limitations, we propose a new resource discovery mechanism, based on a hybrid
peer-to-peer approach and on the concept of discovery zone, which overcomes
the main shortcomings of existing approaches.

2 Classification of Service/Resource Discovery
Architectures

Existing service/resource discovery mechanisms can be classified in two main
categories:

2.1 Peer-to-Peer Architectures

Peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures use fully distributed mechanisms for resource
or service discovery, where networks entities (providers and clients) negotiate
on-to-one with each other to discover the available services and their attributes,
and to find those services that meet the user requirements. Two basics mecha-
nisms can be used to service or resource discovery in peer-to-peer systems: query
mechanisms and advertising mechanisms.

P2P Query-Based Systems (P2P-Query). In P2P-Query, also called active
or pull P2P mechanisms, clients send a discovery message to the network, by
broadcasting or multicasting, asking for services or resources that match same
specific requirements or attributes. Providers respond to the client query by
sending a description of the service or resource attributes. Examples of P2P
query-based systems are the Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) used in Bluetooth
[8], the service discovery mechanism proposal for on-demand ad-hoc networks
[9] [10], and the Konark active pull protocol [11].

P2P Advertisement-Based Systems (P2P-Adv). In P2P-Adv, also called
passive or push P2P mechanisms, providers advertise periodically, by broad-
casting or multicasting the location and attributes of resources and services, so
that clients can build a local database with all the resources available on the net-
work. Examples of P2P Advertising mechanisms are the Universal Plug and Play
(UPnP) discovery service [12] developed by Microsoft, and the Konark passive
push protocol [11].

Peer-to-peer architectures are useful for very dynamic ad-hoc environments,
were network infrastructure is unpredictable, and the presence of permanent
dedicated directories can not be guaranteed. However, these mechanisms, which
are based on broadcasting (flooding) or multicasting, suffer from huge band-
width usage and very low scalability, so they only suit well for small networks.
Advertising mechanisms use much more bandwidth and scale worst than query
mechanisms, since unsolicited information is issued periodically to the network.
However, they reduce the lookup time, since every client holds updated infor-
mation about all the resources and services that are available in the network.
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2.2 Directory-Based Architectures

Discovery architectures based on directory use a centralized or distributed repos-
itory, which aggregates and indexes the information about resources and services
offered in the network. Providers register their resources and services with this
directory, and clients query the directory to obtain information about resources
or services. There are three different general schemes of directory-based sys-
tems: centralized directory, distributed flat directory, distributed hierarchical
directory.

Central Directory Architecture (CD). CD architecture is based on a cen-
tral directory that aggregates information from every provider, and respond to
queries from every client. Central directory architecture is a simple solution, easy
to administrate, but directory can represent a bottleneck and a single point of
failure, which causes the whole system’s failure. Therefore, this solution does
not scale well and is only suitable for small networks. Some examples of dis-
covery mechanisms based on centralized architecture are the Service Location
Protocol (SLP) [13] standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF,
RFC 2608), the Jini system [14], which is a platform-independent service dis-
covery mechanism based on Java and developed by Sun Microsystems, and the
Agent-Based Service Discovery proposal [15].

Distributed Flat Directory Architecture (DFD). In DFD architecture
several directories cooperate in a peer-to-peer fashion, to maintain a distrib-
uted repository of information about resources and services. Flat distributed
directories can work in two different ways. Directories can exchange information
with all other directories, usually by multicasting, so that each directory main-
tains a complete database about all resources and services in the network. The
Intentional Naming Service (INS) [16] and the Salutation protocol [17] are two
examples of discovery mechanisms based on this technique. It is obvious that
this solution generates high communication traffic level, and hence it is not scal-
able. The second alternative is to divide the network in clusters or domains,
so that each directory maintains a repository with information about services
and resources within the cluster or domain. Information exchange between di-
rectories in different clusters can be achieved using a peer-to-peer scheme, but
using a lower advertising frequency than within the cluster, like for example
the INS/Twine system [18], or can be achieved on-demand, like for example the
service locating system based on Virtual Backbone [19]. Although clustered solu-
tions are more scalable and suitable for large networks, they must use complex al-
gorithms to manage clusters (cluster formation, selection of directories, addition
and removal of nodes to/from the cluster, etc.), and guarantee cluster stability.

Distributed Hierarchical Directory Architecture (DHD). With DHD
architecture, the network is divided in domains with a hierarchical structure (like
DNS) and directories have parent and child relationship. This solution is fully
scalable, but it enforces a rigid hierarchical network organization, which does
not fit well in ad-hoc environments. Some examples of distributed hierarchical
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directory architectures are the Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) used in
Globus [20] [21] and the Secure Service Discovery Service (SDS) developed at
UC Berkeley [22].

3 A Hybrid Mechanism for Resource Discovery in
Ad-Hoc Grids

In view of the advantages and limitations of the existing discovery architectures,
summarized in table 1, we propose a hybrid discovery mechanism, which com-
bines the advantages of peer-to-peer mechanisms (high adaptability for changing
conditions, and low management complexity), and the advantage of clustered so-
lutions (high scalability).

This hybrid approach is based on the idea of zone, similar to the concept
introduced by the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) for ad-hoc networks [23]. A
discovery zone is defined for each grid node individually, and is composed by
all the neighbor nodes whose distance to the node in question does not exceed a
certain number of hops, R, where R is the zone radius. It is obvious that the
discovery zone of neighbor nodes can overlap.

Within the discovery zone of a given node, we can distinguish two kinds of
nodes: the interior nodes, whose distance to the central node is lower than R;
and the peripheral nodes, whose distance to the central node is exactly equal to
R. Example in Fig. 1 shows the discovery zone of node node A with R=2.

The resource discovery mechanism uses a mixed peer-to-peer approach: to
discover grid nodes within the zone it uses an advertisement mechanism, and to

Table 1. Main features of discovery mechanisms

P2P-Query P2P-Adv CD DFD DHD
Suitability for changing conditions High High Low Low Low
Scalability Low Low Low High High
Bandwidth consumption Medium High Low Low Low
Discovery delay High Low Low Low Low
Management complexity Low Low Medium High High
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Interior Nodes B,C,D,E
Peripheral Nodes F,G,H,I,J,K
Exterior Nodes L,M

Zone Radius: R=2

Fig. 1. Example of discovery zone for node A, with R=2
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discover grid nodes out of the zone it uses a query mechanism. Each grid node
periodically multicasts advertisement packets with a hop limit of R hops, so
that these packets only reach those nodes within the discovery zone. Using this
mechanism, every node constructs a database with detailed information about all
the neighbors within its zone. If no advertisement messages are received from a
given neighbor within a specific period, this node is removed from the database.
This restricted multicast technique reduces the bandwidth consumption and
provides a low delay mechanism for discovering grid nodes within the zone.

If the number of resources within the discovery zone is not enough to meet
the client application requirements, a query mechanism is initiated. In this case,
the client’s node sends a query message to the peripheral nodes, to obtain in-
formation about the grid nodes existing in the adjacent zones. This procedure
can be repeated several times by the client’s node, to obtain information about
grid nodes existing two zones away, three zones away, etc., until the number
of discovered resources is enough, or until a maximum discovery delay is ex-
ceeded. To implement this behavior, each query message includes a parame-
ter called forwarding distance, which specifies how many times the message
must be forwarded by peripheral nodes to the next adjacent peripheral nodes.
Figure 2 shows how a query message with Forwarding Distance = 1 is forwarded
to peripheral nodes of the client’s zone, and the query message with Forwarding
Distance = 2 is forwarded to peripheral nodes of adjacent zones.

Forwarding Distance = 1
(Zone Radius: R=2)

Clientnode

Client’s Zone

Forwarding Distance = 2
(Zone Radius: R=2)

Clientnode

Fig. 2. forwarding of query messages

The three main messages involved in this discovery mechanism are the Ad-
vertisement message, which is used by a grid resource to multicast its presence
and characteristics to the rest of nodes within its discovery zone. This message
can contain static and dynamic information about the resource (CPU type and
architecture, CPU count, processor load, OS, total and free memory, total and
free disk space, bandwidth network links, software, services, etc.). Advertisement
procedure is controlled by two main parameters: the Advertisement Period and
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the TTL period. The Advertisement Period specifies how often a grid node multi-
casts an Advertisement message to the discovery zone. The TTL period specifies
how long a node should keep the information advertised by a neighbor, if no
Advertisement messages are received from it. The Query Request message is
sent by the client node to the peripheral nodes to discover resources out of the
client’s discovery zone. This message must contain the Forwarding Distance pa-
rameter, and the client application requirements, i.e., a list of static or dynamic
characteristics that the remote grid nodes should meet. During the discovery
process, the client node can send different query messages with increasing val-
ues of Forwarding Distance, to discover nodes further away. Finally, the Query
Response message is used by the peripheral nodes to return to the client node
a list of resources that meet the user requirements.

The hybrid method proposed is scalable, since multicast advertisement mes-
sages are restricted to the client’s zone, and query messages do not use flood-
ing, but they are propagated only by peripheral nodes of successive neighboring
zones. Furthermore, discovering delays are much lower than pure peer-to-peer
query mechanisms, since a peripheral node can provide information about all
grid nodes within its zone. This mechanism is very suitable for changing envi-
ronments, since information in node databases is updated automatically by the
advertisement procedure, and it does not require any administration or manage-
ment effort.

4 Results

Figure 3 shows the results of number of messages (bandwidth consumption) and
discovery delay for the ad hoc network in Figure 2, using different discovery
mechanisms: P2P-Query mechanism, P2P-Adv mechanism and the proposed
hybrid mechanism with zone radius R=1 and R=2.

The number of messages includes all the messages (advertisement, query re-
quest, and query response) that the different mechanisms use to discover all the
available resources in the network. For simplicity reasons, the delay for query
request/response messages is given in generic time units, and it is computed by
assuming that the propagation delay of every link is equivalent to 1 time unit,
and the processing time of every query request message is equivalent to 2 time
units.

We can observe that the discovery delay of P2P-Adv mechanisms is zero,
since every node in the network maintains its own complete database with in-
formation about all the resources. However, because this mechanism is based on
broadcasting, the number of messages (and hence the bandwidth consumption)
is extremely high. On the other hand, the number of messages of the P2P-Query
mechanisms is very much lower, but the discovery delay increases significantly. In
the middle of these two extremes, the hybrid mechanism exhibits a good trade-
off between these two parameters, since it can reduce appreciably the discovery
delay, maintaining a low bandwidth consumption.
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth consumption and discovery delay results

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Efficient resource discovery is a major challenge in ad-hoc grids. Most of the
existing mechanisms for resource and service discovery can be classified in peer-
to-peer architectures, and directory-based architectures. While peer-to-peer ar-
chitectures do not scale well, directory-based systems are too rigid and could not
be suitable for mobile ad-hoc environments. In this paper we propose a hybrid
resource discovery mechanism that is based in the concept of discovery zone.
Although it uses peer-to-peer communication, multicasting is restricted to the
discovery zone, and queries are forwarded by peripheral nodes, avoiding flood-
ing. This mechanism is scalable, exhibits low discovery delays, is adaptable to
changing conditions, and does not require any management effort.

As future work we plan to introduce query control mechanisms, which try
to avoid that a given node could forward the same query request several times,
and to prevent query requests from being forwarded to zones already visited.
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